
 

Hybrid Meeting via Teams & in person in the Council Board Room 

Wichita Land Bank Board of Trustees 
February 9, 2022 | 1:30 PM 

 

Meeting Minutes 

 

Trustees Present:  District 1: Valencia K MonkMorgan, District 4: Jerome D Castillo, District 5: Marvin Schellenberg, 

Vice-Chair, District 6: Alex Ibarra, Mayor/City-Wide: Siobhan Collier 

 

Trustees Absent: District 2: Wesley Galyon, District 3: Gary D Schmitt, Chair 

 

Staff Present: Stephen Banks, Scott Wadle, Scot Rigby, Matt Williams, Gerri Ford, John Philbrick, Sally Stang, Logan 

Bradshaw, Jeff Vanzandt, Brooke Kauchak, Mary Hunt 

 

 

1. Affordable Housing Fund (AHF) plan and Land Bank Staff Plan discussion 

Presenter – Sally explained that the plan is to create a whole new section in the Housing Department to 
leverage other opportunities and create a new real property section within the Community Investments 
division.  It will be necessary to staff two Program Specialists to co-administer the programs. 

She further explained the Community Investments Division and explained the various color coding on the 
PPT.  The next step is to hire an Interim Program coordinator for a period of 3 -6 months.  The person will 
be responsible for writing the job description, writing procedures, create the relevant forms and provide 
system oversight.  At the end of this person’s tenure, he or she should be able to recruit two Program 
Specialists.  The question was asked if all the staff members are in place.  The response was that most are 
already in place, there are vacancies for the Program Specialists. 

 

2. Affordable Housing / Land Bank Pilot Areas and Tax Sales   

The amount of $5 million in American Rescue ARPF funds are being proposed for the AHF. 
Recommendations for the AHF came from Development Strategies who facilitated four technical advisory 
committee meetings. Recommendation for Eligible uses includes- Single family renovations or 
rehabilitations, Home repairs for existing low-income owners; housing services and new construction of 
affordable single-family homes. Some priorities were also listed to include – Projects that renovate WHA 
homes in QCT; Projects within ¼ mile of existing WHA houses; projects located in formerly redlined 
neighborhoods and QCTs, to name a few. 

In presenting the information Sally used different maps to show the areas that are being considered. She 
notes that a total of 352 single family house all over the city in particular clusters are being targeted.  Pilot 
areas to include N Minnesota and 25th (D1) & Haskell and St. Clair (D4). 

Following this the evaluation of proposed groupings of properties a Pilot Project hypothetical scenario for 
the Minnesota pilot was shared was shared – the Project Summary consist of 71 Quality Affordable Units 
which were describes as follows: 

• 32 for Sale Rehabs 
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• 14 Rental Rehabs 

• 5 New Single -family homes 

• 20 Homes repaired 

• A breakdown of the various costs was outlined, and avg. cost per was $25,000.00 

The Land Bank is funded with Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), therefore all pilot Land Bank 
activities must meet a CDBG National objective. Land Bank Pilot Activities includes acquisition of 
underutilized or tax delinquent properties for affordable housing or other CDBG eligible purpose. 

A preliminary 2022 Tax Sale Property Listing was obtained from Sedgwick County and a map was shared.  
The List and map outline properties listed for foreclosures of tax delinquent properties. Tax delinquency 
must total 4 years before they are eligible for tax foreclosure.  The property can be Redeemed by the 
owner by simply paying the oldest year of outstanding tax delinquency.  

Some questions from the meeting are as follows: 

1. Is there a difference in treatment between individuals or corporate property owners?  The 
response is that there was no difference.  Sally noted that most person on the list were 
individuals. 

2. A question was raised as it relates to the background for this program.  Response was that 
home were acquired, or built using HUD fund, therefore HUD would have final approval on 
the disposition.  It is difficult to maintain and manage public housing, hence the need to 
reposition the assets. 

3. If the properties have WERAP applicant, can it still be sold? The response was yes as there is 
no restriction as it relates to WERAP and turn over upon sale. 

4. How easy is it to obtain a title? – It was noted that it is not very easy.  Every property will be 
different depending on the history of the property.  One challenge are the ones that have 
several heirs, some of whom have passed off and the property is left to other heir. The Board 
will be responsible to investigate these areas. 

5. This area of Tax sale is one to continue to explore, as it might not be as fruitful as one would 
hope as the amounts of units can decline from 20 to 5 by the time of the sale due to the 
lengthy process. 

It was noted that the meeting with the County helped to understand their processes a little better. 

It is important that we find properties that can be quickly developed and not take a long time to process.  
Also, it is important to look for areas that we can make an impact in a short time. 

A question of out of state owners was raised, it was not clear how Landbank would come in on these 
situations. 

The mention of properties that are nuisances and selling them was raised. It was noted that it should not 
appear that we are using nuisances to acquire property, but instead the intention is to work with the 
existing homeowners.  It was suggested that private group and other 3rd party resource could work 
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alongside Landbank.  There is a role for Landbank, but not necessarily the end all, but can tap on other 3rd 
party agencies in this respect. 

The suggestion of a website was mentioned where interested persons could reach out to Landbank and 
have a discussion to sell or donate. 

Sally noted that more evaluation could also be done on the foreclosure history. 

It was mentioned that conversation could be held with non-profit organizations to help define areas, their 
processes and where their priorities are.  Mennonite and Habitat for Humanity were specifically 
mentioned. 

At this point an endorsement of the Affordable Housing Fund Plan was sought by Sally. She noted that she 
had already met with 5 of 6 DABs.  

The Vice-Chairman moved for the motion, which was seconded by K MonkMorgan. Participants were 
asked to show their agreement by the raising of their right hand.  The vote was unanimous. [5-0]  

 

3. Other business 

• Invite Mennonite to come in and talk about their capacity and give any suggestions 

• Go through the Pilot area, visualize what is going on in the area and report back to 
board next meeting 

• Send an email out as it relates to your pilot area 

 

4. Adjournment 

Having no further matters to discussed, the meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:30pm. 

 

 


